Changes in body weight after 24 weeks of vildagliptin therapy as a function of fasting glucose levels in patients with type 2 diabetes
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Background: In order to test the hypothesis that the degree of weight change with the dipeptidyl peptidase-4 inhibitor vildagliptin is dependent on the level of glycemic control at baseline, the weight changes from pooled monotherapy studies after 24 weeks of therapy with vildagliptin were assessed versus the fasting plasma glucose (FPG) levels at baseline.

Methods: Data were pooled from eight clinical monotherapy trials including 2,340 previously drug-naïve patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus who received vildagliptin monotherapy (50 mg once daily [n = 359] or 50 mg twice daily [n = 1,981]). The trials were all randomized, double-blind, controlled clinical trials with a prespecified week 24 study visit.

Results: Linear regression analysis of weight change after 24 weeks relative to baseline FPG showed an intercept of –2.259 kg (95% confidence interval –2.86, –1.66; P < 0.0001) and a positive slope of 0.1552 kg (95% confidence interval 0.10–0.21; P < 0.0001). Neutral caloric balance (no weight change) was observed at a FPG of 14.6 mmol/L (263 mg/dL). Baseline FPG values below and above this threshold were associated with weight loss and weight gain, respectively. For instance, from this analysis, a baseline FPG of 8 mmol/L (144 mg/dL) predicts a weight loss of 1 kg.

Conclusion: The present analysis showed that treatment with vildagliptin results in a negative caloric balance when glucose levels are below the renal threshold at baseline.
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Introduction

Weight gain and its associated adipose tissue dysfunction are linked with the development of type 2 diabetes (T2DM).1 Further, therapies to reduce the hyperglycemia associated with the treatment of T2DM are often limited by weight gain. Insulin, glinides, and sulfonylureas lead to weight gain at least in part likely resulting from defensive eating to avoid hypoglycemia.2 When patients with T2DM have glucose levels above the renal threshold (ie, the level of glucose above which sodium-glucose cotransporters [SGLTs] 1 and 2 in the kidneys fail to reabsorb all the glucose), there is loss of glucose in the urine. Fewer calories are being lost in the urine to the extent that any therapy reduces glucose levels from above the renal threshold to below the renal threshold. Thus, all other energy consumption and expenditure parameters being equal, there should be weight gain with such therapies;2 we characterize this here as the caloric penalty associated with better glycemic control.

Dipeptidyl peptidase-4 (DPP-4) inhibitors are characterized as being weight neutral based upon clinical trial data,2 where in most cases, the trials were done in patients who
were at glycemic levels above the renal threshold; therapy resulted in reduction in glucose levels to below the renal threshold, such that fewer calories were lost in urine. The expected weight gain due to this caloric penalty is apparently compensated for by the extra-pancreatic actions of glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1) that reduce extraction of calories from the gut and increase energy expenditure. GLP-1 agonists are characterized as being associated with weight loss despite this caloric penalty due to an additional extra-pancreatic effect to increase satiety. Most recently, SGLT-2 inhibitors, which reduce weight by increasing the amount of glucose lost in the urine, have been introduced. Unlike other therapies to reduce glucose levels, there is no caloric penalty with SGLT-2 inhibitors. Thus, treatment from levels of glycemia well above the renal threshold to levels below the renal threshold is expected to lead to a notable difference in weight loss between SGLT-2 inhibitors and other therapies. In many cases, however, therapy is actually initiated from lower levels of glycemia where there is no caloric penalty associated with better glycemic control for other therapies, for example, DPP-4 inhibitors. From such levels of glycemia there appears to be modest weight loss with the DPP-4 inhibitor vildagliptin as predicted based on its mechanism of action.

In order to test the hypothesis that the degree of weight change with vildagliptin is dependent on the levels of glycemic control at baseline, the weight changes from pooled monotherapy studies after 24 weeks of therapy with vildagliptin were assessed versus the fasting plasma glucose (FPG) levels at baseline.

Materials and methods

Patients and study design

Data were pooled from eight clinical monotherapy trials (studies one to three, five, nine, 12–14 enumerated in Table 1 from a review by Dejager et al) with 2,340 previously drug-naive patients with T2DM who received vildagliptin monotherapy (50 mg once daily [n=359] or 50 mg twice daily [n=1,981]). The trials were all randomized, double-blind, controlled clinical trials with a prespecified week 24 study visit.

Study assessments and data analysis

FPG and body weight were assessed regularly in each study. FPG was measured in a central laboratory; body weight was measured in indoor clothing, but without shoes. Body weight assessed at baseline and week 24, and FPG values measured at baseline were used for the analysis. The data analysis was based on the safety set of each study (defined as all randomized patients who received at least a single dose of study medication), including only patients who had baseline FPG and body weight as well as week 24 body weight measurements.

The total number of patients along with demographic and clinical characteristics are presented. Linear regression analysis was performed to analyze the body weight changes from baseline to week 24 as a function of baseline FPG.

Ethics and good clinical practice

All studies included were conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and International Conference on Harmonization/Good Clinical Practice guidelines. The study protocols were approved by an independent ethics committee/institutional review board at each site and all patients provided written informed consent.

Results

Patients included in the analysis had a mean ± standard deviation age of 54.5±11.2 years, 55.5% were men, and the mean duration of T2DM was 2.1±3.3 years. The mean glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c) of the included patients was 8.4%±1.1% (68.3±12.5 mmol/mol), mean FPG was 9.9±2.6 mmol/L (178±47 mg/dL), and mean weight and body mass index were 86.6±18.7 kg and 30.9±5.5 kg/m², respectively.

The mean weight loss for the study population was −0.72±0.08 kg (P<0.0001). Simple linear regression analysis of weight change after 24 weeks relative to baseline FPG showed an intercept of −2.259 kg (95% confidence interval [CI] −2.86, −1.66; P<0.0001) and a positive slope of 0.1552 kg (95% CI 0.10, 0.21; P<0.0001) (Figure 1). This estimate was confirmed in a multiple regression model with FPG at baseline, age, sex and weight at baseline as covariates.
Neutral caloric balance (no weight change) was observed at a FPG of 14.6 mmol/L (263 mg/dL). Baseline FPG values below and above this threshold were associated with weight loss and weight gain, respectively. For instance, it can be extrapolated from Figure 1 that a baseline FPG of 8 mmol/L (144 mg/dL) predicts a weight loss of 1 kg. There were only 180 observations where baseline FPG was above 14 mmol/L (252 mg/dL), ie, the patients were presumably above the renal threshold 24 hours a day; it is likely that the slope flattens above this level, but there are too few observations to reliably confirm this point. Interestingly, when the change in weight change in FPG was plotted versus the baseline FPG, there was an intercept of 3.398 kg/mmol/L (95% CI 1.52, 5.28; \( P < 0.0001 \)) and a negative slope of 0.2415 kg/mmol/L (95% CI −0.42, −0.06; \( P < 0.01 \)). This relationship was not linear, however, when patients with baseline FPG values below 8 mmol/L were compared with those \( \geq 8 \) mmol/L, the average change in weight change in FPG was \( > 2.5 \) times greater below 8 mmol/L than above 8 mmol/L.

The intercept and slope were similar when the 50 mg twice daily application (n=1,981; intercept \(-2.0917\) [95% CI \(-2.76, -1.42\)]; \( P < 0.0001 \); slope 0.1439 [95% CI 0.08, 0.21]; \( P < 0.0001 \)) was analyzed separately. In addition, a similar relationship to that shown between weight change and baseline FPG was also found for weight change and baseline HbA\(_{1c}\), with an intercept of \(-3.9483\) kg (95% CI \(-5.13, -2.76\); \( P < 0.0001 \)) and a positive slope of 0.3829 (95% CI 0.24, 0.52; \( P < 0.0001 \)).

**Discussion**

The present analysis shows that treatment with vildagliptin results in a negative caloric balance when glucose levels are below the renal threshold at baseline. Presumably extra-pancreatic effects of vildagliptin to reduce fat absorption (secondary to a reduction in ApoB 48 secretion from the gut) and to increase energy expenditure during meals (due to increased fat mobilization and oxidation) explain this negative caloric balance when the calorie penalty is not a factor.

There is no reason why such an analysis would not also be applicable to all other therapies except SGLT-2 inhibitors. For instance, the 2.1 kg weight loss with metformin seen in the Diabetes Prevention Program study, where the FPG was \(< 6 \) mmol/L, is expected to result in less weight loss in patients with glycemic levels above the renal threshold at baseline. Another example would be GLP-1 agonists, which should also be associated with greater weight loss from below the renal threshold than from above the renal threshold. Therapies that are associated with increased hypoglycemia at glucose levels near to goal, such as insulin, glinides, or sulfonylureas, are associated with defensive eating to avoid hypoglycemia, and this may explain why they continue to be associated with weight gain when therapy with these drugs is initiated at glycemic levels below the renal threshold. In contrast, there is no caloric penalty with SGLT-2 inhibitors, and thus weight differences between SGLT-2 inhibitors and other hypoglycemic therapies may be more similar at lower baseline glycemic levels from which therapy is often initiated.

In the clinical decision-making process of which antidiabetic treatment to choose, potential weight loss is a major consideration. However, are average weight loss data from clinical trials really valuable for personalized decision-making? The large standard deviation of the overall change in weight seen here with vildagliptin indicates that there is a great deal more variation in weight than seen with glucose parameters such as HbA\(_{1c}\) and FPG; individuals are gaining or losing weight over a large range. Very similar standard deviations have been reported for both GLP-1 agonists and SGLT-2 inhibitors. These large variations in body weight in patients with T2DM may be much more influenced by factors like behavior, nutrition, age, sex, and/or initial body mass index than by the antidiabetic treatment strategy. From the trials included in our analyses, it was not possible to identify reliable predictors of weight loss beyond the renal threshold effects, because most of the nondrug-related factors determining body weight changes have not been systematically studied. In any case, in clinical practice, the differences in weight loss and in any weight-related benefits among DPP-4 inhibitors, GLP-1 agonists, and SGLT-2 inhibitors may not be as large or predictable as those suggested by the mean weight losses reported in clinical trials. The question is whether they are large or predictable enough to offset any differences among these drugs in terms of patient convenience, physician time, and general tolerability.
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